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ABSTRACT
The LassoProt server, http://lassoprot.cent.uw.edu.
pl/, enables analysis of biopolymers with entangled
configurations called lassos. The server offers vari-
ous ways of visualizing lasso configurations, as well
as their time trajectories, with all the results and
plots downloadable. Broad spectrum of applications
makes LassoProt a useful tool for biologists, bio-
physicists, chemists, polymer physicists and math-
ematicians. The server and our methods have been
validated on the whole PDB, and the results consti-
tute the database of proteins with complex lassos,
supported with basic biological data. This database
can serve as a source of information about protein
geometry and entanglement-function correlations,
as a reference set in protein modeling, and for many
other purposes.
INTRODUCTION
Entanglement in proteins is an important phenomenon, in-
spiring multidisciplinary research involving biology, bio-
physics, chemistry and mathematics. Proteins with knots
and slipknots, intensively studied over last years, provide
an important example of this phenomenon. While proteins
with knots and slipknots still challenge our understanding
of complexity of proteins, nowadays their analysis is sup-
ported by several servers and databases (1–4).
This work is devoted to another important family of en-
tangled structures discovered more recently, which are re-
ferred to as complex lassos.While such structures have been
analyzed so far in proteins (5–7), the server presented in this
work enables analysis of lassos in all types of biopolymers.
Lasso structures arise when a polymer possesses a closed
loop (closed e.g., by a cysteine bridge in case of proteins),
which is pierced by at least one chain terminus, as shown
schematically in Figure 1. Currently it is known that around
18% of proteins with cysteine bridges (in a non-redundant
set) possess lassos. The number of complex lasso proteins
deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) grows exponen-
tially (Figure 1).
There are many challenging questions concerning pro-
teins with lassos, motivated also by preliminary in vivo ex-
periments: which lasso configurations are possible, what is
the role of lassos for biological function and stability of pro-
teins, how those structures fold, etc. In addition, it is well
known that therapeutic properties of some proteins can be
designed by the presence of cysteine knots (8), therefore pre-
sumably complex lassosmay provide new tools to steer fold-
ing and functions of proteins.
Due to a large number of proteins with cysteine loops,
and also because of their geometric complexity, it is impos-
sible to identify systematically lasso proteins without ana-
lytical tools (by a naked eye). Moreover the impact of en-
tanglement on the stability or the folding/unfoldingmecha-
nism can be understood only via analysis of protein dynam-
ics (9), which requires analysis of lasso structures in many
steps of whole time trajectories. In response to those needs
we created the LassoProt server (http://lassoprot.cent.uw.
edu.pl/), the server to detect and analyze complex lasso
structures. The server is based on the technique imple-
mented in a simplified form in (5–7), which we developed
to detect different kinds of loop closing bridges (e.g. amide,
ester or any other kind of bridge), and to analyze dynamics
(trajectories). The method is also extended to parse: PDB
files, polymer structures, or chemical compounds. The Las-
soProt offers a bunch of accessories to facilitate interpre-
tation of entanglement and to perform its comprehensive
analysis.
The LassoProt server and our methods have been vali-
dated on the whole PDB (over 200 000 chains). All protein
chains with detected lassos are stored and are publicly avail-
able, thereby providing a unique database, which comprises
comprehensive information about entanglement, supported
with basic structural, sequential, and biological data. The
closed loop proteins are categorized according to the num-
ber and directions of piercings. Currently, five major classes
of lasso proteins are known: L1, L2 and L3 in which one tail
pierces the covalent loop once, twice or three times respec-
tively, LLi, j class where both tails pierce the surface i and j
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Figure 1. The number of lasso structures deposited in the PDB over years.
The first occurrence of a given lasso type is shown by an arrow. Note that
the complexity of discovered structures grows with time. The schemes rep-
resent lasso types L1, L2, L3, LS2, LL and LS3 (from left to right), which
are characterized in the text.
times respectively, and the ‘supercoiling’ class, LSn, where
one tail winds around the closed loop, piercing the surface
at least twice in a row from the same direction (performing
n piercings in total). The LassoProt is self-updating every
week based on new structures deposited in the PDB.
The LassoProt is a powerful tool that could support
typical biophysical methods to study proteins and other
biopolymers. The accompanying database of proteins with
lassos can be used to study e.g., correlations between en-
tanglement and function. Geometric characteristics of las-
sos (e.g. location of piercings) provide new reaction coor-
dinates, useful especially in the analysis of protein folding.
Apart from studies of proteins, the LassoProt can be also
used to study threaded ring polymers (10–12), to study the




The general idea of lasso identification follows earlier works
(5–7) and consists of four consecutive steps: (i) selection of
the (appropriate) covalent loop; (ii) spanning a (minimal)
surface on this loop; (iii) detection of surface piercings; (iv)
reduction of artificial piercings. Closed loops are detected
based on the PDB file or a file provided by a user. The al-
gorithm relies on coordinates of C atoms (from the PDB
file) or any atoms/monomers (in XYZ file). The triangu-
lated surface of minimal area (called a minimal surface) is
spanned on the closed loop following techniques in com-
puter graphics (13); our algorithm, optimized for proteins
and taking into account surface orientation (to detect su-
percoiling), gives the same results as established software
(e.g. Surface Evolver (14)). The piercings and their orien-
tation are found as the intersections of vectors joining the
monomers (C atoms) with oriented triangles. Piercings
suspected to be artifacts, or to arise from thermal fluctu-
ations, are ignored (for details see on-line help). The whole
algorithm is implemented in C++.
Accompanying database
The database accompanying the server comprises all pro-
tein chains deposited in the PDB, including non-Xray or
gapped structures. The gaps are modeled as straight seg-
ments. The server detects automatically disulfide and other
types of linkages based on a header of a PDB file. The
PDB file parser (gap filling, conversion of non-coded amino
acids, etc.) is written in Python.
Graphical content and structure smoothing
The plots are generated using matplotlib and D3 li-
braries. The dynamic plots are obtained using Highchart
(JavaScript) library. Structures and surfaces are visualized
using JSmol (HTML5/JavaScript version). The barycentric
plot is calculated according to the algorithm by Tutte (15),
with a hyperbolic transformation shifting the vertices of tri-
angles towards the center of the plot. The code for Mathe-
matica and VMD (16) software is translated from data cal-
culated by our algorithm (triangulated surface, barycentric
surface, coordinates of smoothed protein). The smoothed
structure (with the same lasso type) is obtained based on
running average of the positions of three consecutive atoms.
Server and database technicalities
The Server is written in Python with Flask framework
dynamically generating HTML pages, uses Apache2 with
WSGI. The data are stored using SQLite 3 database. In-
formation about proteins are downloaded from PDB using
RESTful services, Pfam and EC data using SIFTS service.
The whole service is installed on multicore Linux nodes.
SERVER DESCRIPTION
The LassoProt consists of two parts: the server and the
database. In the server part structures can be uploaded ei-
ther as single frames, or in sets of frames (e.g. the wholeMD
trajectories). In the latter case, the overall entanglement in a
trajectory can be detected and then analyzed more precisely
via single frame method. The output can be compared with
entries in the database (supported with biological data).
Server input files
The server is designed to be intuitive and easy to use. An
input data can be uploaded as an original PDB file (with a
header), a file in the PDB format (e.g. a single frame from a
trajectory), or in XYZ format (positions of atoms in Carte-
sian coordinates). Due to its versatility, the last option is
suitable for the analysis of various polymers.
The simplest option is to upload the original PDB file, or
to fetch it directly from theRCSBdatabase.With the default
server settings (‘automatic detection of closed loops’), the
LassoProt detects automatically the geometry in all closed
loops (see ‘bridge type’ section). A user can additionally a)
choose the type of chemical bonds closing the loop (‘choose
type of loop closing’) or b) enter the indices of loop closing
residues manually (‘choose your own loop closing bridge’).
In the former option the strongest, most common bonds
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are specified, i.e. Disulfide, Amide, Ester and Thioester, re-
sponsible for protein dynamics. Additionally, there is also
‘Other’ class containing among others C–C bonds.
The trajectories can be uploaded in multimodel PDB,
XYZ or Gromacs XTC files. In this case the loop closing
residues are chosen manually by the user. Optionally the
output complexity (‘more detailed output file’) and detailed
level of analysis (‘more detailed algorithm’) can be adjusted.
Finally, to speed up the analysis, the user can define how
many frames should be skipped (‘step’). All details and sam-
ple input files are given in the on-line manual.
Advanced options
The strength of the server is its versatility. Although the
server is optimized for proteins, the user has several op-
tions to adjust it to his/her own needs (e.g. to study polymer
chains with different flexibility).
The user can modify the minimal (sequential) distance
between (i) piercings; (ii) piercing and the chain terminus;
(iii) bridge and the piercing. Moreover, the user can turn off
the filters validating the protein structure (distance between
consecutive C atoms, bridge length, etc.).
Single structure presentation
Each structure (uploaded by a user or stored in the
database) is presented in the same way (Figure 2). For each
structure the server displays: (i) all detected lasso motifs
(lasso fingerprint - top left corner of Figure 2); (ii) detailed
geometrical and chemical information for each closed loop
(if possible); (iii) its various graphical representations; (iv)
comprehensive biological and structural information (for
proteins deposited in the database). The lasso fingerprint
is the concatenation of lasso type symbols for each pierced
closed loop, e.g., L2 L1 (in analogy to the knot fingerprint
(17)), describing the overall entanglement pattern of the
chain. This information is important in the analysis of prop-
erties of the whole chain, e.g. its stability, the search of pro-
tein with similar lasso pattern or correlations between non-
trivial geometry and active sites.
Detailed information about each (also trivial) closed loop
(as in Figure 2) is presented in the table in the bottom of the
page (see Figure 2). The table contains color-coded chem-
ical types of bridges, lasso types, a list of signed piercings
by N- and C-terminus, the area of the (triangulated) sur-
face, and other geometrical information. Upon clicking on
‘show shallow lasso’ button the reduced (shallow) piercings
can be displayed.
The entanglement of each closed loop is shown explic-
itly in the 3D plot, featuring a colored closed loop and the
minimal surface with colored pierced triangles. Addition-
ally, to localize easily the surface piercings, the barycentric
plot (mapping the surface into a circle) is shown. The col-
ors are compatible with the 3D visualization. The barycen-
tric plot is especially useful in analyzing the self-intersecting
surfaces, where identification of piercings in 3D structure
is hindered. Moreover, such visualization provides an easy
method for selecting surfaces with spatially close piercings.
The examples are given in SI. Clicking on ‘view details’
in each row of the table reloads graphical content present-
ing entanglement of the corresponding covalent loop. Fur-
thermore, the ‘smooth’ option smooths the protein chain
exposing its geometry (Figure 3A). The visualization pro-
vides also built-in JSmol options. In case of proteins, in the
very bottom of the page the lasso motif is projected on the
chain sequence, showing its sequential position and types of
amino acids piercing the surface, e.g.C-terminal piercings in
Figure 2).
All the graphical content and data used to detect ge-
ometry is downloadable for further analysis. In particular,
the structure (original and smoothed) can be downloaded
along with the triangulated surface in Mathematica and
TCL script, applicable directly to VMD (Figure 3B), as well
as the barycentric plot as SVG file or Mathematica script.
Finally, for structures deposited in the database compre-
hensive biological and structural data is provided (top of
Figure 2), including the EC number (for enzymes), and
Pfam (18) accession code. Also sequentially (Restful ser-
vices RCSB) and structurally similar structures (CATH (19)
database) are shown, which is important, e.g. in checking if
lasso motifs are conserved among other family members.
Trajectory analysis
The trajectory analysis consists of a repeated single frame
analysis, which gives a global and then detailed description
of the entanglement, see Figure 4. As a result, one can study
the dynamical behavior of the lasso type and surface pierc-
ings. These are presented as two interactive zoomable plots
(‘Lasso type(s)’ and ‘Atom(s) which pierce the closed loop’),
displaying the detailed information for every frame while
pointer is above the selected frame (Figure 4). Moreover, to
present evolution of piercings along the folding pathway, we
show each piercing (i.e. the same piece of a backbond pierc-
ing the same loop) using the same color in different frames.
For example, to understand how a double lasso changes to
a single lasso in Figure 4, we present two piercings of a dou-
ble lasso in blue and red, and then the surviving piercing is
shown in red. Such presentation has a pivotal role in under-
standing of dynamics (e.g. to recognize how slipknot con-
formations change to knots when protein fold). The shallow
piercings are shown in dotted lines, so that a full overview
about the topological landscape is provided. For compari-
son, in the second plot the radius of gyration is shown (e.g.
to inform about compactness of a protein when its topology
changes), as well as positions of closed loops.
The trajectory analysis is fully compatible with a single
frame analysis. The user can choose individual frames and
display them in the single frame analysis mode, as described
above. The server also detects automatically conformations
with the most complex lasso and presents them in the single
frame mode. All presented data (with the static plots) are
downloadable.
DATABASE––VALIDATION METHOD
The method underlying the server has been validated on all
proteins deposited in the PDB (over 200 000 chains). Only
less than 800 structures were rejected, which shows that the
LassoProt is a powerful server suitable to analyze evenmost
entangled structures.
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Figure 2. The main panel presenting detected lasso structures (supercoiling LS2, two sided LL1, 1) in protein with cysteine bridges.
Figure 3. Comparison between (A) visualization of a smoothed protein and (B) visualization in VMD of the same protein.
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Figure 4. A sample trajectory output. The charts present L0 → L+2N → L−1N → L0 process shown schematically in the bottom. The top plot presents
changes in lasso type. The bottom plot shows changes of crossing residue indices, with Rgyr dependence for comparison (orange plot). For each frame an
additional information is displayed upon pointing the cursor in an appropriate position (small gray frames). Each frame can be analyzed in detail upon
entering its number.
Proteins with detected lassos are collected and constitute
a unique database, updated eachweekwith structures newly
deposited in the PDB. Combination of geometrical, biolog-
ical and structural information presented in the database
enables analysis of proteins from different viewpoints. Due
to various search options, the LassoProt is a perfect tool for
statistical analysis.
There are three main ways the user can access the data
from the database. The easiest one is entering the PDB code
of the structure of interest. Second, all the structures with
non-trival loops (lassos) can be listed in the ‘Browse’ mode.
Finally, the ‘Search’ mode can be used. In the search mode
the user can choose to display the structures with a given
lasso type or chemical nature of loop-closing bonds. In the
main view the general types (Ln, LLi, j or LSn) can be cho-
sen. The search can also be restricted to various subclasses.
Moreover, basic length statistics are given, enabling to se-
lect structures with chosen loop or tail length. In the bot-
tom of the page the possible lasso fingerprints are given.
As the function is strictly correlated with protein confor-
mation, the fingerprint summarizing the topology may be
biologically relevant. The user can also perform more ‘bio-
logically oriented’ search and use the ‘Molecule keywords’,
‘Molecule tags’, ‘Pfam family identifier’, ‘EC nomencla-
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ture’, ‘CATH classification’ or ‘Organism’ tabs, where an-
alyzed chains are sorted according to a classification used
in a given method.
All data is accessible based either on all PDB entries, or
on the non-redundant set. Moreover the data can be also
filtered based on the type of chemical bridges. This option
enables to detect unique lasso motifs or to perform statisti-
cal analysis.
Artifact class
To avoid misinterpretation of lasso configurations due to
unresolved (not determined experimentally) parts of pro-
tein chains, several conditions on mutual distances between
C atoms are imposed (described in detail in the on-line
documentation). If the structure does not meet our criteria
it is still analyzed, but it is assigned to the ‘Artifact’ class.
ON-LINE DOCUMENTATION
All server documentation is provided on-line and includes:
detailed description of lasso type assignment, piercing re-
duction rules, surface orientation assignment, lasso type de-
termination, database (search and browse) tutorial, proteins
structure validation, data interpretation, example of input
files, examples of single frame and trajectory analysis, trou-
bleshooting, and applications. Database statistics, such as
lists of non-trivial structures, or the newest complex lasso
protein deposited in the PDB, are also included.
APPLICATIONS
The LassoProt server is based on protein analysis, therefore
it has many biological applications. Nevertheless, its versa-
tility makes it useful in other areas of research.
It is still unknown how proteins with lassos fold/unfold
(under oxidative condition) or what is the role of entan-
glement for biological function. Presumably the constraints
imposed by the geometry of lassos should influence stabil-
ity, or can lead to the mechanical clamps under mechanical
tension. As shown, e.g. for cystein knots, geometrical anal-
ysis is necessary for complete understanding of mechanical
manipulation results (20). The LassoProt provides a unique
tool to this end.
On the other hand, the function is strongly correlated
with the protein structure, in particular with its entangle-
ment pattern (e.g. in therapeutically active miniproteins
(8)). Thus, the LassoProt database is a useful tool for study-
ing function-entanglement dependence. Moreover, the out-
put from LassoProt can provide new reaction coordinates
(5) useful in analysis of folding of knotted proteins (21,22).
Furthermore, a preliminary analysis of CASP data indi-
cates that the LassoProt can be useful in structure predic-
tion (23).
The LassoProt may also be helpful in designing proteins
with desired properties imposed by topology and bridges
(e.g. stability (24)). Moreover, bridges can serve as molec-
ular switches, as the entanglement (and thus the function)
could be turned on and off by changing the oxidizing po-
tential (25).
Lassos should also be detected and analyzed in other
biopolymers, e.g. circular DNA (26,27). This opens a new
field in studying conformational effects in polymer physics
and fluid dynamics concentrated on ring structures (28).
The LassoProt can be used by chemists to design materials
with topology-induced stability, and theorists in analyzing,
e.g. Monte Carlo simulations of ring polymers (10–12).
Comparison with other servers
To our knowledge, this is the first server and database ana-
lyzing biopolymers with lassos.
SUMMARY
The LassoProt server analyzes proteins and other biopoly-
mers with lassos. The server can analyze both single struc-
tures and whole trajectories. It is the first tool of this kind
and should be valuable for a broad community of scientists.
We hope that the server versatility will stimulate new dis-
coveries and methods in various areas of research.
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Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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